General Information
I only allow make-up exams and late assignments in university-approved or dire circumstances. These include traveling with a sports team, major and documented illnesses, personal or family crises, etc. Should any of these arise, you are responsible for discussing the circumstances with me ASAP, before you miss a due date, if at all possible. I reserve the right to construct make-up exams or assignments more difficult than the work they replace.
Likewise, I only give incompletes in extraordinary circumstances. To receive an incomplete, you and I would prepare a written agreement specifying how and when you will complete all the work for the course. This agreement would have to be signed by both of us before I submit grades at the end of term.
Disabilities
If you have a significant disability condition (e.g., physical, learning, psychiatric, vision, hearing, etc.) and want to arrange reasonable accommodations, you must contact me at the beginning of the semester.
Academic Integrity I expect you to express your ideas and to sustain arguments in your own words. Failure to do so is plagiarism. It is unethical and often illegal. Plagiarism ranges from the blatant-purchasing a term paper or copying on an exam-to the subtle-failing to credit another author with the flow of ideas in an argument.
Properly acknowledging the use of the words of others and avoiding excessive quotation of the work of others will eliminate most plagiarism problems. If you want to quote from a published work, including a Web page, you must put the passage in quotation marks and provide a citation.
Simply changing a few words from the writings of other authors does not alter the fact that you are essentially quoting from them. Paraphrasing of this sort, where you use the words of another almost verbatim without acknowledging your source, is the most common form of plagiarism among undergraduates. When you state another author's viewpoint, theory, or hypothesis-especially when it is original or not generally accepted-you must also include a reference to the published work. In general, citations are unnecessary when the information is considered common knowledge or a matter of widespread agreement. Common knowledge can often be identified by its appearance in several of the assigned readings for class.
All essays prepared outside of class must have a bibliography. This provides readers with a complete list of sources consulted, regardless of whether you quoted directly from them, and serves to acknowledge your intellectual debts to them.
